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CHALLENGE

Lacus Technologies gets smart parking with the Coord API

CASE STUDY

Lacus Technologies is an organization that works to bring the sharing economy to drivers and fleets, delivering real-time visibility
and greater efficiency to the rental transportation industry. 

Parking and maintenance are common challenges for transportation businesses, especially for Lacus Technologies, a fleet
management company that’s taking the professional drivers’ car rental industry to greater heights.

Instead of commuting for extended periods each morning to cars parked at a
fixed site, Lacus’ drivers enjoy the convenience of being able to locate and
reserve a vehicle closer to their homes via the Lacus app. This is a huge benefit
for drivers, who would otherwise have to face lost time, lost earnings and huge
hassle in securing a vehicle with which to earn their daily income.

The sharing economy has been one of the industry’s most innovative disruptors, and Lacus takes part in it by making it seamless
for professional drivers to choose and rent the right vehicles they need to make their income. 

With over 2000 vehicles in their fleet, Lacus needed a way to ensure that their cars were parked in appropriate space at the end
of the day, without incurring any fines.

Get detailed clarity into better
parking options when re-
parking was needed.

Drivers for fleets that use Lacus are obligated to ensure that their rented
vehicles are parked legally for 24 hours after they’ve left it. Lacus fleets resume
responsibility for legal parking of the vehicles after this 24-hour period expires.

To prevent getting fined, Lacus staff would manually verify each parked vehicle
every day to check if the vehicles were properly parked in appropriate spots, or
if the vehicle required moving to a different space. This meant that if a vehicle
needed to be re-parked, in many cases it would only be known if someone
physically visited a parking spot.

“We knew where the cars were parked. But it wasn’t easy to see what unique parking rules applied to that particular spot – if it
was metered parking, against a fire hydrant, or if the street rules had changed. It was impossible to tell unless we went down in
person.” – Vadim Makarenko, Chief Technology Officer, Lacus Technologies.

We knew where the cars
were parked. But it wasn’t
easy to see what unique
parking rules applied to

that particular spot...

Reduce daily time spent on
identifying cars that need to be
re-parked by more than 60%.

Dramatically reduce parking
and towing fines across the
fleets that use Lacus.1 2 3

In this case study we detail how Coord managed to help Lacus:
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SOLUTION

CASE STUDY

While Lacus was researching tools to collect the information they needed on the parked cars in their system, they
discovered Coord. After thoroughly assessing Lacus’s needs, Coord saw that Lacus could revolutionize the way it worked
with the access to the right curbside data. 

Coord’s API integrated quickly and easily into Lacus’ fleet management system, so Lacus had a fast time to value without having
to invest in new hardware or spending extra time learning and using new software. 
 
The Coord API solution had an immediate effect on Lacus’s operations. Vadim was able to estimate that the API:

“Coord is extremely precise – it erased the need for users to go one-
by-one to check which cars needed to be moved or re-parked. It’s

improved the end-user experience, and has helped us to be so much
more efficient, not to mention the savings on parking tickets.” 

With their new curbside data, Lacus will be able to focus more on improving their drivers’ experience, including taking the stress
out of finding better parking options and optimizing routes for better accessibility. 
 
Lacus also believes that the data they receive via Coord’s API will help with better decision making in future, so they can
continually innovate and deliver greater efficiency to the rental transportation industry.

RESULT

– Vadim Makarenko, Chief Technology Officer, Lacus Technologies

What permitted activities (parking, loading/unloading) were
allowed in a particular spot 

Helped the team to immediately understand what curb regulations were in place in any given location, which
drastically reduced parking and towing fines for their organizations.

Using the Coord API, Lacus was able to get an overarching view of
each parking spot in a specific area, and see information such as:

If there were any restrictions – such as road closures or
street-sweeping times.

What time limits were during any given day of the week

Lacus fleet management platform

Reduced the time spent on re-parking cars daily by more than 60%

Helped users find better parking options through detailed on-street parking maps, which facilitated better and
quicker decision-making when re-parking was needed
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